SPECTRUM OF EXCHANGE ROLES AND OPERATIONAL MODELS

ROLE OF THE EXCHANGE

The role of any single state exchange generally falls along a spectrum, with “active purchaser” at one end and “open marketplace” at the other, and a “selective contractor” somewhere in between. The role of an “open marketplace” exchange is similar to that of a stock exchange—provide an open forum and general structure capable of facilitating market competition, establish certain basic rules to which all participating buyers and sellers must abide, and serve as a source of reliable, impartial information about the plans available in the market. An “active purchaser” exchange takes a more hands-off approach by limiting the number of sellers in the market through selective contracting, establishing and standardizing plan design parameters, and directly negotiating rates with contracted plans. A “selective contractor” exchange is quite similar to an “active purchaser”; however, under this model the exchange generally does not negotiate premium prices directly with insurance carriers; however, the exchange does limit the number of participating carriers and only offers insurance plans that have been specifically endorsed by the exchange as having met certain criteria.

HHS has indicated that an “open marketplace” exchange, an “active purchaser” exchange, or most anything in between is acceptable.

EXCHANGE OPERATIONAL MODELS

States that make sufficient progress setting up their exchanges will be granted “approval” or “conditional approval” by HHS by January 1, 2013 to operate their state-based exchange beginning January 1, 2014. Those states electing to not set up their exchange (or those who fail to make sufficient progress) will, instead, be defaulted into either a fully or partially federally-facilitated exchange. In a partially federally-facilitated exchange (also known as a Partnership or Hybrid exchange) the state will assume select exchange functions. It is important to note that such operational models are not discrete variations and will, instead, generally fall within some range between state and federal operation.

By January 2013, every state will have been assigned one of the following three categories:

• **State-Operated Exchange (Fully-operational, PPACA-compliant)**
  A state is on-track to design, build, and operate an exchange complete with all the features and requirements as specified in the PPACA.

• **Partnership / Hybrid Exchange**
A state oversees some functions of the exchange while contracting with HHS for other features such as the eligibility and verification of premium assistance credits or tax credits.

- **Federally-Facilitated Exchange**

  A state does not make sufficient progress and defaults to the federal exchange model. Such states will cede control of all features and functions of an exchange. A state that defaults to a federal exchange will also cede significant budgetary and regulatory control of the exchange.

### Spectrum of Exchange Roles and Operational Models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Federally-Facilitated Exchange; Role is Active Purchaser</th>
<th>Federally-Facilitated Exchange; Role is Selective Contractor</th>
<th>Federally-Facilitated Exchange; Role is Open Marketplace</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>State-Federal Partnership Exchange; Role is Active Purchaser</td>
<td>State-Federal Partnership Exchange; Role is Selective Contractor</td>
<td>State-Federal Partnership Exchange; Role is Open Marketplace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State-Facilitated Exchange; Role is Active Purchaser</td>
<td>State-Facilitated Exchange; Role is Selective Contractor</td>
<td>State-Facilitated Exchange; Role is Open Marketplace</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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